The stability of electro-static waves in 2-fluid dusty plasma system is investigated. We study the fluid dynamics of the dust particles and ions with the electrons following the Boltzmann distribution. We find some branches in its linear dispersion that are approximated to the dust-ion-acoustic wave when 466 +0. (qao is the equilibrium charge on the dust particles.) We show the stability of these waves in I
Introduc'tion
We study the corporate dynamics of dust particles and ions. We investigate the 2-fluid dusty plasma system,where 2 species fluid dynamics with the charge evolution process of the dust particles.In this paperwe show the results of the linear dispersion relationin the homogeneous dusty plasma.We find the acoustic-like mode,which is approximated to dust-ion-acoustic mode,of the linear dispersion relationin this system with homogeneous medium.
Linear Dispersion Relation
We assume that the dynamics of electrons behaves as the massless motion with Boltzmann distribution, and ions and dust particles as the fluid motion, because of the large mass ratio between electrons and ions (dust particles). In this paper we study 1-dimensional unmagnetized cold dusty plasma system for simplicity, and eliminate the decreament of ni in our 2-fluid model from the condition that n", n;)) rt6. We consider the variation of the charge of the dust particles as the [r' (ao, n' ) /sor,\j 1 We study the propagation of the electro-static waves in homogeneous medium.
i)4ao=o
In the case of qoo -0 (no dust charge in the equilibrium), the equilibrium conditions are ft=L and nis = n9. However, from milm" = 1836, the first equation is not realistic in this plasma. Figure I shows nio, nao for n! = 10-6. When we treat this system oider n"= n, )) k4, wa may set qasle = 1700. the dust-ion-acoustic mode o)ore = ({;)"
(a2ra + a2o)tt2 [2) . Figure 3 shows the growth rate of this mode. This mode is slowly growing for ft/ftp" > l 8.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the 2-fluid dusty plasma system for the condition that n., ni )) tra. Then the electro-static waves grow so that the fluctuations of the density of ions and the charge of dust particles are in the out-of-phase.
